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L. S. Lyubimkov
Of all the light elements, lithium is the most sensitive indicator of stellar evolution.  This review 
discusses current data on the abundance of lithium in the atmospheres of A-, F-, G-, and K-stars of 
different types, as well as the consistency of these data with theoretical predictions.  The variety of 
observed Li abun-dances is illustrated by the following objects in different stages of evolution: (1) Old 
stars in the galactic halo, which have a lithium abundance log ԑ(Li)=2.2 (the “lithium plateau”) that 
appears to be 0.5 dex lower than the primordial abundance predicted by cosmological models.  (2) 
Young stars in the galactic disk, which have been used to estimate the contemporary initial lithium 
abundance log ԑ(Li)=3.2±0.1 for stars in the Main sequence.  Possible sources of lithium enrichment in 
the interstellar medium during evolution of the galaxy are discussed.  (3) Evolving FGK dwarfs in the 
galactic disk, which have lower log ԑ(Li) for lower effective temperature T
eff
 and mass M.  The “lithium 
dip” near T
eff
~6600 K in the distribution of log ԑ(Li) with respect to T
eff
 in old clusters is discussed.  (4) 
FGK giants and supergiants, of which most have no lithium at all.  This phenomenon is consistent with 
rotating star model calculations.(5) Lithium rich cold giants with log ԑ(Li)  ≥2.0 , which form a small, 
enigmatic group.  Theoretical models with rotation can explain the existence of these stars only in the 
case of low initial rotation velocities V
0
<50 km/s.  In all other cases it is necessary to assume recent 
synthesis of lithium (capture of a giant planet is an alternative).  (6) Magnetic Ap-stars, where lithium 
is concentrated in spots located at the magnetic poles.  There the lithium abundance reaches log 
ԑ(Li)=6.  Discrepancies between observa-tions and theory are noted for almost all the stars discussed in 
this review.
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21. Introduction
A number of light chemical elements undergo significant changes in their observed abundances during the
first, longest stage of stellar evolution, when hydrogen is burning in a star’s core:  this is the main sequence (MS)
stage.  In later stages of evolution, after leaving the MS, the abundances of these elements can undergo further
changes.  Given their crucial role in understanding the evolution of stars, in astrophysics they are sometimes referred
to as key elements,.
These elements include the first eight elements of the periodic table.  They are listed in Table 1, together with 
their atomic numbers and solar abundances log ԑ(El) from Asplund’s review [1].  The abundances are all taken relative 
to hydrogen, which is the most widespread element in the observable universe.  Here log ԑ(El) is given in a standard 
logarithmic scale where it is assumed that log ԑ(H) = 12.00.  It should be emphasized that this review discusses the 
abundances of elements in the atmospheres of stars, which are derived from observations of stellar spectra.  The 
atmospheric abundances of elements can differ significantly from their abundances in the interiors of stars where 
thermonuclear reactions take place.
The author has published a review “Helium in stellar atmospheres” [2] that examines data on the observed
Element Atomic number (El)log
H 1 12.00
He 2 10.93*
Li 3 1.05
Be 4 1.38
B 5 2.70
C 6 8.43
N 7 7.83
O 8 8.69
TABLE 1.  List of the Eight Lightest Elements and their
Abundances in the Atmosphere of the Sun [1]
* No helium lines are observed in the photospheric spectrum of
the sun.  The helium abundance given here corresponds to the
average abundance for nearby young B-stars [2].
3helium/hydrogen ratio (the first two elements in Table 1).  The present review is devoted to lithium, the third element
in Table 1 and the most sensitive of the elements listed there to stellar evolution.  This is explained by the fact that
Li is destroyed in (p, ) reactions, for which a temperature of 61052 .~T K is sufficient.  This means that even slight
mixing in the surface layers of a star (perhaps convection in the case of cold stars) can lead to a significant reduction
in the Li abundance in the star’s atmosphere as it evolves.  For example, the amount of Li in the sun’s atmosphere
has fallen by a factor of 140 during its lifetime (see below).
According to current cosmological models, the first lithium in the universe was formed in the Big Bang.  The
Big Bang produced the five lightest elements: H, He, Li, Be, and B.  In terms of mass and number of atoms, the
overwhelming majority were H and He.  The primordial helium/hydrogen ratio (in terms of the numbers of atoms)
was He/H = 0.082±0.002 [2].  The primordial amounts of Li, Be, and B were much smaller: 107 10HLi ~ ,
189 10HBe ~ , and 1811 10HB ~  [3].  Here the most abundant isotopes of Li, Be, and B are listed.  We note that
the current abundances of these three elements are still fairly low (see Table 1).  As noted above, however, the amount
of lithium in the sun’s atmosphere has fallen by a factor of 140 during its lifetime, so the Li abundance given in
Table 1 can scarcely be regarded as a standard.
After the formation of the first stars (roughly 400 million years after the Big Bang), the synthesis of heavier
elements began in the stars, with simultaneous changes in the amounts of Li, Be, and B.  The rather variegated picture
of the abundances of Li, Be, and B currently observed is a consequence of two factors: (1) The chemical evolution
of the galaxy as a whole, i.e., the formation of new generations of stars in it and the ejection into the interstellar
medium of matter from these stars that has been reprocessed in thermonuclear reactions.  (2) Internal processes in each
star as it evolves.
Lithium is easily ionized (its ionization potential is 5.39 eV), so Li I lines can be seen only in relatively cold
stars with effective temperatures T
eff 
< 8500 K, i.e., stars ranging from late A to M.  In hotter stars, all the lithium in
their atmosphere is fully ionized (i.e., is in the Li II state), so Li I lines cannot be observed.  The strong Li I resonance
line at a wavelength of 6707.8 Å is most often observed in the spectra of cold stars.  Most data on the abundance
of lithium in stars is obtained by analyzing this line.  In a few, comparatively rare cases, the fainter, subordinate Li
I 6103.6 Å line can also be seen.
It should be noted that calculations of Li I lines, including the resonance 6707.8 Å line, usually require 
rejection of the assumption of LTE (local thermodynamic equilibrium).  This is important for an exact determination 
of the amount of Li and for further comparison with theoretical predictions.  It has been said that non-LTE corrections 
to the lithium abundance log ԑ(Li) depend on a number of parameters of a star, including its effective temperature T
eff
,
acceleration of gravity logg, metallicity index [Fe/H], microturbulence velocity V
t
, and loge(Li) itself [4].  The results 
of non-LTE analyses of lithium lines (especially where deviations from LTE are substantial) are given preference in 
discussions of data on lithium in this review.
This review of modern data on the abundance of lithium in stellar atmospheres is concerned with stars in
classes F, G, and K, with occasional mention of late A-stars.  It should be emphasized that when we speak of the
lithium abundance in this review, we usually refer to the abundance of 7Li, the most widespread isotope of lithium
4in the observable universe.  In a few, rather rare cases, the less abundant isotope 6Li is mentioned.
This review begins with the oldest stars belonging to the galactic halo (population II).  These objects can 
provide information on the primordial abundance of lithium after the Big Bang.  Next, young, incompletely evolved 
stars in the thin disk (population I) are discussed: they can be used to estimate the initial lithium abundance log ԑ(Li) 
for stars at the start of their evolution in the MS.  Later, the observed evolutionary changes in log ԑ(Li) in the 
atmospheres of dwarfs in the disk are examined and then, in the atmospheres of giants and supergiants.  The 
comparatively sparse group of lithium-rich giants and supergiants is discussed separately.  Finally, magnetic Ap-stars, 
in which the lithium lines have interesting behavior, are discussed.
2. Lithium in old stars in the galactic halo
Since primordial lithium was produced in the Big Bang according to cosmological model predictions, a survey
of current data on the abundance of lithium should logically begin with the following question: what is known about
the amount of this element in the atmospheres of the oldest stars? Do the predictions of the Big Bang theory agree
with these data.
In order to answer these questions it is necessary to examine stars in the galactic halo (population II).  It is
known that the evolution of massive stars in the halo ended long ago with the formation of black holes, neutron stars,
and white dwarfs.  At present, it is only possible to observe mostly old, low-mass stars in this region, predominantly
dwarfs with low metal contents (recall that elements heavier than hydrogen and helium are typically referred to as
metals in astrophysics).
The metallicity of stars is often characterized by the quantity      FelogFelogHFe  , where  Felog
and  Felog   are the abundances of iron in the star and in the sun, respectively.  The abundance of Fe in the sun
is taken to be   507Felog .  [1].  According to modern ideas, the first stars contained no metals, i.e., they had
metallicity [Fe/H]=0 (an extremely small contribution from Li, Be, and B can be neglected).  Thus, when [Fe/H] is
smaller, we are observing older stars.  For stars in population II, a metallicity [Fe/H]<-1 is typical; note that today,
old stars with [Fe/H]~ –5 and –6 have been observed in the halo (see below).
The first estimates of the lithium abundance for stars with [Fe/H] from –1.5 to –3.5 led to an unexpected
conclusion:  these stars had essentially the same lithium abundance   2.1Lilog  .  These values of loge(Li) had no
dependence on the metallicity index [Fe/H].  This phenomenon (i.e., the constancy of loge(Li) in this range of
[Fe/H]) came to be known as the “lithium plateau” or the “Spite plateau,” from the names of the two astronomers
who first discovered this interesting effect more than 30 years ago.  Initially they found a value of   0.152.05Lilog 
[5] for the lithium plateau; the current value is log (Li) = 2.2 [6].  The latter value is considered to be the initial
abundance of lithium in the oldest stars in the galaxy.
It is interesting to note that this value has recently been confirmed in studies of cold stars in another stellar
system, the Sagittarius dwarf galaxy.  An initial lithium abundance of log (Li) = 2.3 was found [7] for stars in the
globular cluster M54 in that galaxy, in good agreement with the initial value given above for old stars in our galaxy.
5The discovery of the lithium plateau effectively led to the assumption that this is the primordial lithium
created as a result of the Big Bang, but this assumption came upon some serious difficulties.  First, it turns out the
standard model of the Big Bang (SMBB) predicts a higher abundance of lithium, log (Li)=2.7 [8], than the lithium
plateau.  Thus, there is a discrepancy of about 0.5 dex between the lithium plateau and the predictions of the SMBB.
In discussing the predictions of the SMBB, one should mention the primordial isotope ratio 6Li/7Li for lithium.
Recent calculations [9] based on the SMBB yielded primordial isotopic abundances of   722Lilog 7 .  and
  911Lilog 6 . ; this gives 576 1032LiLi  .  (for the sun, 080LiLi 76 .  [1]).  A ratio 6Li/7Li as small as this
Fig. 1.  The lithium abundance in stars in the galactic halo as
functions of (a) the metallicity index [Fe/H] and (b) the effective
temperature T
eff
 (from the data of Bonifacio, et al. [12]).  The
symbols with arrows pointing downward correspond to the upper
limit of log (Li).  The dashed line corresponds to log (Li) = 2.2
(the “lithium plateau”).
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6cannot be detected using the observed profile of the Li I 6707.8Å  line.  Lind, et al. [10], have made a detailed non-
LTE study of the Li I 6707.8Å  profile for four stars in the halo and found no signs of the isotope 6Li, thereby
confirming the calculations of Ref. 9.  As they pointed out [10], in some earlier papers it was reported that 6Li had
been detected in some old stars, but those results are now in doubt.
The above discrepancy of ~0.5 dex in the values of log (7Li) for the lithium plateau and predicted by the
SMBB could be explained in principle by two causes: imperfections of the SMBB and/or systematic errors in
determining the abundances log (Li).  As for the accuracy of the SMBB, it has been noted [6,8] that this standard
model gives primordial abundances of deuterium and the helium isotopes 3He and 4He in full agreement with the
observed values.  The outstanding agreement between the observed and cosmological values of the primordial
abundance of He has also been noted in Ref. 2.  It turns out that a disagreement between the SMBB and observations
exists only for lithium.  As for possible errors in the observed values of log (Li), however, it would be hard to explain
why, with these errors, most of the stars in the halo with their different temperatures T
eff
 yield the same value
  2.2Lilog  , rather than the expected spread in the values of log (Li).
It is also possible that there are no errors, i.e., there actually is a difference of –0.5 dex between the primordial
abundance of Li formed by the Big Bang and the actual log (Li) = 2.2 in most of the old dwarfs in the halo.  In
other words, some processes in the atmospheres of these stars could lower the primordial Li abundance.  Korn, et al.
[11]. have examined the diffusion of Li atoms in the upper layers of stars as such a process.. Their calculations show
that this, together with turbulent mixing, can explain at least half (–0.25 dex) of the discrepancy between the SMBB
and the lithium plateau.
Another enigma is that the observed values of log (Li) for some old stars in the halo lie well below the lithium
plateau.  That is, the distribution of log (Li) with respect to the metallicity index [Fe/H] for these stars is not as simple
as initially predicted.  This can be seen clearly in Fig. 1, which is based on data from Ref. 12 and references cited
there (see Figs. 11 and 12 in Ref. 12).  We note that the Li I 6707.8Å  line has been analyzed [12] on the basis of
non-LTE calculations.  As Fig. 1a shows, over a wide range of [Fe/H] from –2.5 to –6, the series of dwarfs whose
spectra do not include the Li I line yield an upper limit of   1.5Lilog  .  Two stars with extremely low metallicity
are of special interest: .SDSS J102915+172927 with [Fe/H]=  –5.0 [13] and HE 1327-2326 with [Fe/H] = –6.0 [14] (the
two black squares in Fig. 1).  The upper limits on the Li abundance for them are   1.1Lilog   and   0.62Lilog  ,
respectively.  It is interesting that the stars with lithium abundances substantially below the lithium plateau do not
manifest any systematic differences from the other stars in terms of the effective temperatures T
eff
 (Fig. 1b).  It is also
important to note that for many stars in the halo the observed Li abundance remains fairly close to the lithium plateau
  2.2Lilog   (dashed line in Figs. 1, a and b).
There is still no generally accepted answer to the question of why some old dwarfs in the halo with low
metallicity have a Li abundance substantially below the lithium plateau.  It has been proposed, in particular, that
these stars are “blue stragglers” (which also do not have lithium in their spectra).
There is also no sure explanation of why there is a discrepancy of -0.5 dex between the observed “primordial”
Li abundance (the lithium plateau) and the predictions of the SMBB.  Attempts (sometimes quite exotic) have been
made to improve the SMBB.  It has been pointed out that this discrepancy can be eliminated by assuming that the
7fundamental constants change with time [15].
Thus, there are still no unique answers to two important questions regarding the Li abundance in old stars
in the galactic halo: (1) Why is there a disagreement between the observed primordial lithium abundance and the
predictions of the Big Bang theory? (2) Why do a number of dwarfs in the halo have a Li abundance significantly
below the lithium plateau?  Until reliable answers have been obtained for these questions, the lithium problem for
the old stars in the halo can hardly be regarded as solved.
3. The initial abundance of lithium in young stars of the thin galactic disk
It is natural to proceed from the oldest stars in the galaxy to the youngest.  This refers to stars in the thin
galactic disk (population I) where, as opposed to the galactic halo, star formation is ongoing at present.  Can the
initial abundance of Li in these stars be determined observationally?  This is possible if we examine those young
stars which have not yet evolved significantly, so that the abundance of Li in their atmospheres has not changed
from the initial value.
Studies [16,17] of MS F- and G-dwarfs with a normal (solar) metallicity have shown that the initial lithium
abundance for these stars averages   0.123Lilog  . .  This value for the lithium abundance in cold dwarfs may
decrease significantly as they evolve and do so more rapidly when their effective temperatures T
eff
 or masses are lower
(see below).
In connection with this problem, there is some interest in the Li abundance in T Tau stars which have not
yet reached the zero age main sequence (ZAMS) stage and are, therefore, very young.  These are cold dwarfs in classes
G, K, and M with low masses ( M~M 1  and less).  Martin, et al. [18], have determined the Li abundance for 55
stars of this type with masses M from 1.2 to M  and found a sharp maximum in the distribution of loge(Li) at 3.1.
They concluded that the initial lithium abundance for T Tau stars is   0.06113Lilog  . .  The actual coincidence
of this value with the initial   0.123Lilog  .  found above for young MS F- and G-dwarfs is noteworthy.  It should
be noted that for stars with masses M.M 21  a reduction in the Li abundance (Li depletion) can set in before they
reach the MS, i.e., before the start of thermonuclear hydrogen burn in a star’s core.  The observed amount of Li in
T Tau stars confirms this conclusion [18,19].
Young stars in population I, therefore, have an initial lithium abundance of   0.123Lilog  . .  This is an
indirect indication of the same abundance of lithium in the interstellar gas-dust medium from which these stars were
formed (at least for stars in the vicinity of the sun with normal metallicity).  It is interesting to note the nice agreement
between this value and the Li abundance in meteorites,   0.05263Lilog  .  [1].  The latter value can be regarded
as the Li abundance at the start of the formation of the solar system, i.e., 4.5 billion years ago.
It is important that the Li abundance in young stars in population I is an order of magnitude greater than the
above mentioned “relict” value log (Li) = 2.2, which is characteristic of old stars in the halo (the lithium plateau).
The following question arises: how can this additional lithium show up in the thin disk?  The sources of the lithium
enrichment of the thin disk (more precisely, of the interstellar medium in the disk) may be stars of the following types
8[20,21]: supernovae, novae, red giants, and stars in the asymptotic giant branch (AGB).  The lithium synthesized in
these stars could be ejected into the surrounding interstellar medium by outflows.  The isotope 7Li could also be
synthesized by galactic cosmic rays in spallation reactions with the heavier and much more abundant nuclei of C,
N, and O in the interstellar medium.
Modelling the chemical evolution of the galaxy with these processes taken into account [20] has shown that
the largest contribution to lithium enrichment (more precisely, in the isotope 7Li) up to the observed level in young
stars, log (Li)=3.2, was from red giants with masses 21  MM .  Next in terms of significance are cosmic rays
(25%), novae (18%), type II supernovae (9%), and AGB stars (0.5%).  These are approximate estimates.  In particular,
as noted in Ref. 21, the contribution of AGB stars could be lower than in Ref. 20.  It has recently been shown [22]
that more than 50% of the lithium enrichment in the vicinity of the sun has been from low-mass stars of the following
types: red giants, AGB stars, and novae.  The generation of cosmic rays in the galaxy and their role in the formation
of the isotopes of Li, Be, and B has been studied in detail [22].  In particular, 100% of the isotopes 6Li, 9Be, and
10B (and 70% of 11B) are produced  by galactic cosmic rays.  The conclusion of Ref. 20 was confirmed: cosmic rays
are the source of about 20% of the isotope 7Li in the sun’s vicinity.  (Here the value 18% given in Ref. 22 has been
rescaled to the SMBB.)
It should be noted that models of the chemical evolution of our galaxy and other galaxies have been under
development for more than 30 years.  These models can explain a number of features of the observed abundances
of elements in the thin disk and in the halo of the galaxy.  The basic principles behind these models are discussed,
for example, in the review by Matteucci [23].
4. Evolution of the lithium abundance in the atmospheres of dwarfs in the galactic disk
So the initial lithium abundance in young stars near the sun is log (Li) = 3.2.  The observed Li abundances
for stars in the thin disk may, however, be considerably lower than this value and these variations are related to the
evolution of the stars.  We begin the discussion of the evolutionary changes in the atmospheric abundance of Li with
class F-M dwarfs, which are stars in population I in the MS stage.
The dependence of the atmospheric lithium abundance in F-M dwarfs on T
eff
 (i.e., in fact on mass M) and on
age is well known: the amount of Li decreases with age and more rapidly when T
eff  
or M are lower.  The dependence
of log (Li) on T
eff
 can be detected especially well in the stars in a single cluster, since their ages are approximately
the same.  As an example, Figure 2 [24] shows this dependence for two diffuse clusters with different ages t: (a) Hyades
(t ~ 700 million years) and (b) Pleiades (t ~ 100 million years).  The trend in the lithium abundance shows up clearly:
log (Li) decreases with falling T
eff
, and this trend is steeper in the older Hyades cluster.  The latest data on lithium
for the Hyades [25] and Pleiades [26] provide reliable confirmation of this trend.
The dependence of log (Li) on T
eff
 gives researchers an independent method for determining the age of close
binary systems if both components have the Li I 6707.8 Å line in their spectra. As an example we take the binary
system  Peg (HR 8430), to which a special method described in Ref. 24 has been applied [27], in order to obtain
9the individual parameters of the components, including T
eff
, logg, and the lithium abundance log (Li).  The difference
of 0.67 dex in the values of log (Li) for the components yielded an estimated age of 200t  million years.
The distribution of log (Li) in the Hyades (Fig. 2a) reveals another interesting feature: a deep “lithium dip”
near T
eff 
~ 6600, where the lithium abundance falls by two orders of magnitude.  No such dip is observed in the
Pleiades; that is, it is characteristic only of rather old clusters.  We now examine these two effects (the trend and the
dip) in more detail.
The most natural explanation for the reduced lithium abundance (“lithium depletion”) in the atmospheres of
class F, G, K, and M dwarfs could be mixing owing to convection.  Convection is weakly developed in class F dwarfs
( 6000effT K), but for lower Teff, i.e., for G-, K-, and M-stars, the convective shell becomes stronger; thus, when Teff
is lower, convective mixing should reduce the amount of Li in the atmosphere more rapidly.  This could explain the
observed trend in log (Li) with T
eff
 for stars in a single cluster (Fig. 2).  Calculations show, however, that convection
in the MS stage is not enough to explain the observed reduction in the lithium abundance.
Let us consider the sun from this standpoint.  Current estimates of the Li abundance give   0.10.051Lilog 
Fig. 2.  Lithium abundance as a function of T
eff
 for stars in two clusters
with different ages: (a) Hyades (t~700 million years) and (b) Pleiades
(t~100 million years) [24].
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[1] and 1.07±0.02[28].  Thus, during the sun’s lifetime of 91054 .~t  years, the Li abundance in its atmosphere has
fallen by 2.1 dex relative to the primordial   .23Lilog  .  Calculations show that convection cannot explain the
observed reduction in log (Li) in the sun’s atmosphere, since even in the convective zone of the sun, the temperature
does not reach the 61052 .~T  K required for the initiation of lithium burnup.
Attempts have been made to improve the convection model for the sun in order to extend convective mixing
to deeper layers.  In addition, additional mixing mechanisms that would further deplete Li in the atmosphere have
been proposed for the sun and other dwarfs, such as gravitational diffusion, rotation, mass loss, and internal
gravitational waves [29].  Lithium depletion may also be associated with the formation of planetary systems; it turns
out that stars with planets have a tendency toward greater lithium deficits [30].
What kind of changes in loge(Li) can we expect for the sun in the future?  This question is answered to some
extent by a non-LTE comparison [28] of the abundances of Li for the sun ( 91054 .~t  years) and its older twin,
the star HIP 102152 ( 91028 .~t  years).  This yielded   0.02071Lilog  .  for the sun and   0.07480Lilog  .
for HIP 102152.  The difference in the lithium abundances was about 0.6 dex.  Hence, the Li abundance in the sun
should decrease by 0.6 dex over the next 91073 .  years.
Another important phenomenon in Fig. 2 requires an explanation: the “lithium dip” observed in F-dwarfs in
the Hyades cluster and in other relatively old clusters with ages t > 200 million years.  It should be pointed out again
that the dependence on T
eff
 in Fig. 2 actually reflects a dependence on the mass M.  The location of the “lithium
dip” in different clusters depends on their metallicity index [Fe/H]: the dip shifts toward lower T
eff
 and M when
[Fe/H] is reduced.  In particular, the center of the dip for the Hyades cluster with a normal metallicity corresponds
to M.M 41 , while the center of the dip corresponds to M.M 061  for the metal-deficient ([Fe/H] = – 0.54)
cluster NGC 2243  [31].
It has been shown [32] that the “lithium dip” may originate in internal gravitational waves near the base of
the convective zone.  These waves interact with the star’s rotation and influence large-scale mixing (meridional
circulation and turbulence) which leads to transport of lithium atoms into deep layers and their burnup there.  It is
important that the distribution of the rotation velocities V
rot
 of the dwarfs with respect to T
eff
 undergoes a sharp drop
in the region of the dip from roughly 150 to 10 km/s (see Fig. 1 in Ref. 32).  Hydrodynamic models in which all
these effects are taken into account can explain [32] the “lithium dip”.
5. Lithium in the atmospheres of cold giants and supergiants
On completing the MS stage, dwarfs and subgiants (stars in luminosity classes V and IV) rapidly move into
the next evolutionary stage – the giant and supergiant stage (luminosity classes III, II, and I).  The giants and
supergiants in classes F, G, and K, in whose spectra lithium can be seen, include stars with different masses M.  The
relatively massive stars of this type with MM 203  are the successors to the MS B-stars, while the less massive
stars with MM 2  are the successors of dwarfs in class A and later classes.
The theory predicts that the evolutionary phase of FGK-giants and supergiants is accompanied by deep
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convective mixing, which causes significant changes in the observed abundances of several light elements.  The
observed abundance of nitrogen increases and that of carbon decreases during the convective mixing (CM) phase,
while the lithium abundance in the atmosphere falls to undetectable levels.  Note that the changes in the Li abundance
during the CM phase begin earlier than the changes in the abundances of C and N.  For a better understanding of
the data on the lithium abundance, we now examine briefly the nitrogen and carbon anomalies in these stars and
their current interpretation.
5.1.  Nitrogen and carbon anomalies.  The anticorrelation between the abundances of nitrogen and carbon
in AFGK-giants and supergiants has been known for more than 30 years.  On the average, when the excess of N is
larger, the deficit of C is greater (for example, see Fig. 6.4 of Ref. 24).  Comparisons with theory were limited during
those years by the fact that only models of stars without rotation could be calculated.  Later it turned out that rapid
rotation in sufficiently massive stars can greatly influence their evolution, including the elemental abundances in the
atmosphere [33].  Only modern models with rotation have been able to explain the observed anomalies in N and C
in AFG-supergiants and giants both qualitatively and quantitatively, including the anticorrelation between N and C
[34,35].
These model calculations [36,37] have been compared [35].  This comparison yielded an important conclu-
sion: the observed anticorrelation between N and C in these stars primarily reflects the dependence of the N and C
anomalies on the initial rotation velocity V
0
; when V
0
 is higher, these anomalies are greater (see Fig. 12 of Ref. 35).
This implies that the initial rotation velocity V
0
 is just as important as the mass M in the evolution of these stars.
It is important that in a rotating star, changes in the atmospheric abundances of N, C, and other light elements
(in particular, Li) can even begin in the first stage of evolution, the MS stage.  In fact, if V
0
 is high enough, the rotation
induces mixing in this early stage and it causes transfer of fusion reaction products from the depths of the star to
its surface. More than 30 years ago, the author detected an increased abundance of N with age in early MS B-stars,
the predecessors of the AFG-supergiants and giants [38].
The following conclusions of Ref. 35 are of interest to us.  The observed deficit of C (up to -0.7 dex), excess
of N (up to +0.9 dex), and elevated N/C ratio (up to +1.6 dex) indicate that mixed matter is present at the surface
of most of the AFG-supergiants and giants.  Some of these stars have undergone mixing in the MS stage owing to
rotation with initial velocities 3002000 V  km/s.  Others have also undergone later convective mixing (CM) in
the AFG-supergiant stage: for these stars 15000 V  km/s.  Two supergiants (HR 825 and HR 7876) with
V
0
~0 km/s have already entered the MS, but have not yet reached the CM phase; thus, they have essentially retained
their initial C and N abundances.  One supergiant (HR 1865) has definitely passed the CM phase and a comparison
with the models gives an estimate of 3000 V  km/s for it.
Thus, a comparison of the observed abundances of C and N in AFG-supergiants and giants with rotating star
models yields a range of initial rotation velocities V
0
 from 0 to 300 km/s.  The evolutionary status of these stars allows
two possibilities: (1) they have already left the MS but not passed through the CM phase to the late giant stage (this
is the “post-MS” variant); or (2) they have already passed, even if partially, the CM stage (this is the “post CM”
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variant).  Based solely on the observed abundances of C and N, for many AFG-supergiants and giants it has not been
possible to make a unique choice between these two variants.  Knowledge of the lithium abundance can help in
making this choice.
5.2.  Lithium abundance.  It turns out that the overwhelming majority of AFG-giants and supergiants do not
have lithium in their spectra.  For example, of 378 G- and K-giants [39], the Li I 6707.8 Å line was detectable in
the spectra of only about 10%, while of 417 red giants and supergiants in the galactic bulge [40], this line was
observed in only about 3%.  We may, therefore, conclude that there is little lithium in the atmospheres of these stars
or it has completely burnt up during their evolution.
An explanation of this phenomenon was given almost 40 years ago in the first papers on massive determi-
nation of the Li abundance in stars of this type [41,42].  It was proposed that the reason for the observed Li deficit
is the above mentioned deep mixing in this stage of evolution (CM phase), because of which lithium falls into deep
hot layers and is burnt up there.  As noted above, at that time only models without rotation existed.  A detailed
comparison of the observed Li abundances with modern theoretical models (with and without rotation) can be found
in Ref. 43.  It is useful to mention once again that lithium burnup during the CM phase begins earlier than the changes
in the abundances of nitrogen and carbon.
This non-LTE analysis [43] of the abundances of Li for 55 F- and G-supergiants and giants (stars in luminosity
classes I, II, and III) and a comparison with the predictions of the modern theory showed that the atmospheric
Fig. 3.  Lithium abundance in the atmospheres of AFG
supergiants and giants as a function of their masses [43].  The
open circles correspond to an upper bound on log (Li).
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abundance of Li depends strongly on a star’s mass M and initial rotation velocity V
0
.  The masses of the stars found
in Ref. 43 using their evolutionary tracks varied from 2 to M15 .  It was concluded that the stars can be broken
up into two groups with masses MM 6  and MM 6  on the basis of the observed Li abundances, as well as
on the basis of a comparison with theory.
Figure 3 [43] shows the observed lithium abundances loge(Li) of these giants and supergiants, as well as some
results of the modern stellar models [44,45].  The thick curve in the region MM 62  corresponds to the
theoretical predictions for the “post-CM” phase without rotation (V
0 
= 0).  The dashed curve below it corresponds
to the models with 500 V km/s.
The above-mentioned partition of stars with masses M above and below M6  is quite clear in Fig. 3.  On
one hand, for stars with MM 6  there is a large scatter in the observed values of log (Li), which range from an
initial abundance   0.123Lilog  .  in HR 17905 and HR 7008 until there are no signs of lithium in the spectra
of many of the stars (open circles).  On the other hand, for most of the stars with MM 6  there is typically no
detectable lithium; Lit was found in only two supergiants (HR 461 and HR 8313).  It is noteworthy that in this group
t h e r e  a r e  n o  s t a r s  w i t h    02Lilog .  (Li-rich stars; see the next section).
An appreciable group of the stars with MM 6  in Fig. 3 have lithium abundances   51Lilog .~  (black
squares).  This is the value that was predicted in the first papers on modelling the evolution of nonrotating red giants
[46,47].  It agrees well with the current estimate,   41Lilog . ; this is the average value for the “post-CM” models
without rotation (V
0 
= 0) and masses MM 62  (the continuous broken line in Fig. 3).  It is interesting that, even
for small initial rotation velocities 500 V  km/s, the Li abundance decreases by 2.3-2.9 dex toward the end of mixing
(dashed curve in Fig. 3) and is difficult to detect.  For 1000 V  km/s the decrease in the Li abundance for the models
with MM 62  is already 4-5 dex by the end of this stage.  With this strong sensitivity of log (Li) to V0, it is
understandable why lithium is not observed in the spectra of a majority of the red giants and supergiants
Figure 3 shows that, in the case of stars with masses MM 6 , the situation is quite different from the case
of MM 6 .  The absence of lithium in the atmospheres of most of these giants and supergiants is fully consistent
with modern calculations, which indicate a sharp reduction (by several orders of magnitude) in the atmospheric
abundance of Li by the end of the MS stage.  For the models without rotation (V
0 
= 0), the Li abundance does not
vary before the end of the MS, but mixing takes place immediately after emergence from the MS and leads to a sudden
drop in the Li abundance.  It has been shown [43] that mixing occurs in the models with V
0 
= 0 within a narrow range
of effective temperatures, specifically for T
eff
 = 15820 K in the models with MM 7  and for Teff = 15700 K in the
models with MM 15 .  Thus, the calculations show that for stars with masses MM 6  the lithium should
essentially be burnt up even before their emergence into the red giant/supergiant phase.  Therefore, the modern theory
fully explains the absence of lithium in the atmospheres of most of the stars with MM 6 , as well as with
MM 6 , although the reasons for the absence of Li may be different in these two groups.
In Fig. 3 the supergiants HR 8313 and HR 461 (indicated in the figure) drop decisively out of the overall
picture with their quite detectable lithium abundances,   531Lilog .  and 1.27 [43], respectively.  The masses of
these stars definitely exceed M6  (M = 7.1 and 9.5 M ), so that according to the calculations for models with
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MM 6 , they should not exhibit lithium.  Nevertheless, lithium is observed and it might be assumed that it has
recently been synthesized in these supergiants.  The possible synthesis of Li in FGK-giants and supergiants is
discussed in the next section.
Thus, the abundance of lithium is extremely sensitive to the initial rotation velocity V
0
.  For example, if
1000 V  km/s toward the end of the MS stage, then the abundances of C and N in the atmosphere essentially remain
unchanged (see Fig. 12 of Ref. 35), while the Li abundance falls by several orders of magnitude and thereby becomes
unobservable.
It is clear from the above discussion that modern theoretical models with rotation provide a complete
explanation of the absence of lithium in the atmospheres of most FGK-giants and supergiants.  These models can
explain the presence of detectable lithium for log (Li) < 2.  However, stars with   2Lilog   are generally difficult
to explain in terms of the classical theory.  These “Li-rich” stars merit a separate discussion.
6. Cold giants and supergiants that are rich in lithium
Stars that are rich in lithium with abundances   2Lilog   are of great interest because a majority of them
cannot be explained in terms of the standard theory of stellar evolution.  These objects form a very small fraction
of all FGK-giants and supergiants.  For example, of the 145 FGK-bright giants (luminosity class II) in one study [48],
only 5 (~3%) were of that type (it should be noted that the LiI 6707.8 Å line was analyzed [48] in an LET
approximation).  Of 417 red giants in the galactic bulge studied in another paper [40], only 4 (~1%) had
log (Li) > 2.0.  Of 378 G- and K-giants studied in yet another paper [39], only 3 (~1%) are “Li-rich.”  The fact that
there are few of these stars may indicate that this phase of evolution is short.
In the literature there is a tendency to divide these stars into giants, “Li-rich giants,” and “super Li-rich giants.”
Adopting this division, we define the following ranges of log (Li) for the latter two “rich” groups:
log (Li) = 2.0-3.3 in the first and log (Li) = 3.5-4.3 in the second.  The fundamental difference in the Li abundances
between these two groups is that log (Li) for the “Li-rich” giants does not exceed the initial value log (Li) = 3.2±0.1,
while for the “super Li-rich” giants the initial value is considerably exceeded.
6.1.  The “Li-rich” giants.  It should be noted that in Fig. 3 there a quite a few stars with   2Lilog  .  This
apparent abundance is a consequence of the fact that giants from a list in Ref. 49 were added to the original list in
Ref. 43, but only those 12 stars which had reliably detectable lithium contents (the crosses in Fig. 3).  Note that new
effective temperatures T
eff
, accelerations of gravity logg, and masses M were determined for these twelve stars in Ref.
43. The non-LTE lithium abundance log (Li) was found from the equivalent width of the LiI 6707.8 Å line.  These
included 7 “Li-rich” stars.
An important fact was established in Ref. 43: all giants and supergiants of the “Li-rich” type have masses
MM 6 .  This conclusion also follows from all the available published data.
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As an example, Table 2 gives the parameters of ten Li-rich giants studied in Ref. 43.  The lower part of the
table shows the above mentioned 7 Li-rich giants from the list of Ref. 9 (the stars from HR 1135 to HR 6604)
separately.  All the giants in Table 2 are fairly nearby stars, with distances ranging from 37 to 342 pc.  The masses
M of these giants vary from 2.0 to M , i.e., the above inequality MM 6  holds.  It should be noted that all the
Li-rich giants in Table 2 belonged to spectral class F; their effective temperatures T
eff
 range from 5690 to 7150 K.
Colder stars are, however, encountered among Li-rich giants.  For example, data for more than 30 K-giants with lithium
abundances log (Li) = 2.0-3.3 and T
eff
 = 3900 - 5150K are given in Ref. 50.
Two F-giants, HD 17905 and HR 7008, with log (Li) equal to the initial abundance log (Li) = 3.2±0.1 of
young stars (to within the limits of error) show up in Table 2 and Fig. 3.  Is it possible that these stars, having reached
the cold giant state, retained their initial lithium abundance without change?  In the above discussion of the nitrogen
and carbon anomalies (section 5.1), two supergiants (HR 825 and HR 7876) were mentioned which had V
0 
~ 0 and
had already left the MS, but still had not reached the full CM stage; thus, they had essentially retained their initial
abundances of N and C.  However, in the case of the giants HD 17905 and HR 7008, this scenario obviously does
not apply, since these stars have large rotation velocities, ~53 and 58 km/s, respectively (Table 2).  It we assume that
at the beginning of the MS these two giants had rotation velocities 500 V  km/s, then calculations [45] show that
the lithium abundance in their atmospheres (more precisely, in models with masses 2 and M ) toward the end of
the MS should fall by 0.6 and 1.1 dex, respectively; but this is not observed.  Thus, from the standpoint of the theory,
the giants HD 17905 and HR 7008 could not possibly retain their initial lithium abundance unchanged.  This suggests
that lithium synthesis has recently taken place in these stars.
It can be seen from Table 2 that elevated rotation velocities Vsini are generally typical of most Li-rich stars.
HR HD Sp d, pc T
eff
logg Vsini, MM / (Li)log
km/s
-- 17905 F5 III 157 6580 3.26 53 2.4 3.18±0.11
3102 65228 F7 II 161 5690 2.17 12 5.1 2.33±0.19
7008 172365 F8 II 342 6220 2.53 58 4.2 3.07±0.12
1135 23230 F3 II 170 6570 2.39 49 5.0 2.21
1644 32655 F0 III 236 7150 2.98 -- 3.3 2.36
6707 164136 F5 II 264 6410 2.29 27 5.3 1.95
1298 26574 F0 III 37 7040 3.62 108 2.1 2.76
2936 61295 F1 III 102 6880 3.51 35 2.1 2.88
5913 142357 F4 III 95 6530 3.48 27 2.0 2.27
6604 161149 F1 III 120 6910 3.42 66 2.2 2.42
TABLE 2. Parameters of Ten “Li-Rich” Giants Studied in Ref. 43
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It is important that similar values of Vsini are not at all typical for cold giants with these masses.  In fact, calculations
[37] show that for stellar models with masses MM 52  and initial rotation velocities 2000 V  km/s, after
reaching the G- and K-giant or supergiant stage (more precisely, at the end of the helium burnup phase), the surface
rotation velocities are only 3-5 km/s.  This conclusion is in good agreement with observations of normal red giants.
For example, the observed velocities Vsini of most giants with masses of M..M 2231   in 11 diffuse clusters were
found to be 1.5 km/s [51].  On the other hand, Table 2 includes five Li-rich F-giants with MM 2  that have much
higher values of Vsini ranging from 27 to 108 km/s (for HR 1298 [52]).  It is interesting that, as opposed to the
Li-rich stars given in Table 2, for the overwhelming majority of the 33 stars for which lithium was not found in Ref.
43 (for these, only an upper bound on log (Li) could be estimated), the rotation velocities are quite small at
Vsini = 3.5-11 km/s.
Thus, the high Li abundance in Li-rich giants is closely related to another effect, the unusually high rotation
velocities of these stars.
In Table 2 the giant HR 3102 merits a separate examination.  The following anomalies in the carbon and
nitrogen abundances (relative to the solar abundances) have been found for it [35]:  carbon deficit [C/Fe] = –0.24,
nitrogen excess [N/Fe] = 0.41, and an elevated ratio [N/C] = 0.65.  Anomalies of this kind for C and N are typical
of giants that have passed through the CM phase (as noted in section 5.1).  In this case, all the lithium must have
been burnt up.  The high value of log (Li) = 2.33 for HR 3120 again suggests recent synthesis of lithium.
6.2.  The super Li-rich giants.  The super Li-rich giants are a very sparse and enigmatic group.  Their lithium
abundances   3453Lilog ..  , which substantially exceed the initial   0.123Lilog  . , cannot be explained in
terms of the standard theory of stellar evolution.
As an example, Table 3 lists the parameters of two “super Li-rich” K-giants, HR 3597+HD 77361 [53] and
star No. 3416 in the Trumpler 5 cluster [54].  These stars have extremely similar T
eff
, logg, and V
t
, but they have
Star T
eff
logg V
t
, Vsini, [Fe/H] (Li)log 12C/13C MM /
km/s km/s
HR 3597 4370 2.30 1.1 4.5 -0.01 3.75 4.3±0.51 1.3
(HD 77361) ±100 ±0.10 ±0.2 ±0.14 ±0.11 ±0.2
¹ 3416 4870 2.05 1.3 2.8 -0.54 3.75 14±3 5±12
(Trumpler 5) ±0.10
TABLE 3. Parameters of Two Super Li-Rich K-Giants, HR 3597 [53] and Star No. 3416
in the Trumpler 5 Cluster
1
 Kumar and Reddy [56]
2
 Our estimate for the mass M
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significantly different metallicity parameters [Fe/H], which for the second star is 0.5 dex below that of the sun.  In
addition, the mass of the second star is significantly higher than that of the first, M = 1.3±0.2, at 5 ± 1 M .  There
is no estimate of M for star No. 3416 in Ref. 54; we estimated it using the same evolutionary tracks [55] employed
before [53] for HR 3597.  The error of ±1 M in the value of M for No. 3416 was obtained under the assumption that
the uncertainty in logg is ±0.3 dex.
It is interesting that the observed rotation velocities Vsini of these two K-giants, as opposed to the Li-rich
stars shown in Table 2, are extremely low and consistent with Vsini for normal K-giants.
A non-LTE analysis of the lithium abundance for the first star in Table 3 was made using three Li I lines:
the 6707.8 Å resonance line and the subordinate 6103.6 Å and 8126.4 Å lines (the latter blended with molecular
CN lines).  For the second star, the 6707.8 Å and 6103.6 Å lines were used.  Both giants yielded the same high lithium
abundance, log (Li) = 3.75.  Thus, the amount of Li in the atmospheres of these stars was 3.5 times the initial
abundance.  The high lithium abundance in the star HR 3597 is illustrated in Fig. 4 which shows a portion of the
spectrum containing the Li I 6707.8 Å resonance line.  Here the smooth curve represents the observed spectrum and
the dashed curve, a synthetic spectrum.  In order to match the calculated profile of this strong and deep line with
the observed profile, a large lithium abundance of log (Li) = 3.69 was assumed [53].
Fig. 4.  A segment of a spectrum in the vicinity of the Li I 6707.8 Å line for
the super Li-rich star HD 3597=HD 77361 [53].  The smooth curve shows
the observed spectrum and the dashed curve, a synthetic spectrum.  The
agreement between the calculated and observed profiles of this strong line
is reached for a high lithium abundance log (Li) = 3.69.
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These two K-giants have the important common property of a low carbon isotope ration, 12C/13C  =  4.3 ± 0.5
for HR 3597 [56] and 14±3 for No. 3416 [54].  This is very low compared to the initial (solar) ratio 12C/13C  =  89
[1] and is a direct proof that both of these giants have passed through the CM phase.  We emphasize again that,
according to the standard evolutionary theory, all of the lithium contained in the atmosphere should burn up during
mixing in this phase.  It has been shown [50] that a low carbon isotope ration 12C/13C  =  4 - 28 is typical of some
other super Li-rich K-giants, as well as of many Li-rich giants.
6.3.  Synthesis of lithium or capture of a planet?  Modern theoretical models of stars which take rotation
into account have successfully explained a number of features of cold giants and supergiants (such as the long known
nitrogen-carbon anticorrelation; cf. section 5.1).  They also explain the absence of lithium in the atmospheres of most
stars of this type [43].  But they often fail in analyses of giants that are rich in lithium (   2Lilog  ).  According
to the standard theory, if a star in the cold giant phase has passed through the CM phase, it should have lost all its
observable lithium.
The theory can explain the high lithium abundance in the atmosphere of an FGK-giant (supergiant) only when
its initial rotation velocity V0 is close to zero and, additionally, the giant has not yet reached the CM phase.  When
the equality V
0 
= 0 is satisfied exactly, this kind of giant should retain its initial lithium abundance log (Li) = 3.2±0.1.
If, however, V
0
 is slightly higher, loge(Li) will be somewhat lower than its initial value.  It is interesting that the
observed rotation velocities for many MS B-stars, the predecessors of FGK-giants and supergiants, are actually close
to zero.  In particular, the peak of the distribution of the rotation velocities for MS dwarfs in classes B0-B2 lies within
the interval Vsini = 0 – 20 km/s (see Fig. 14 of Ref. 57).  A similar result was obtained previously [58]: the maximum
of the Vsini distribution for early MS B-stars lies within the range of 0-50 km/s.
In a study of the rotation velocities of MS B-stars [59] it was found that a fairly large fraction of these stars
have initial velocities V
0 
~ 50 km/s (for details, see Ref. 43).  In this regard, it should be noted that calculations [45]
with a rotation model for masses M = 2, 4, and 6 M  showed that when V0 = 50 km/s, log (Li) decreases by 0.6, 1.1,
and 1.4 dex, respectively, toward the end of the MS stage.  This implies that stars with MM 4  and
V
0 
= 50 km/s, when they reach the F-giant/supergiant stage but still have not entered the CM phase (i.e., for
T
eff 
> 5900 K), have a lithium abundance log (Li) > 2.0, so they can be treated as Li-rich giants.
For higher initial rotation velocities (e.g., V
0
=100 km/s), by the end of the MS stage the Li abundance in the
atmosphere falls by several orders of magnitude and thereby becomes unobservable.  The above discussion implies
that the theoretical models can explain the existence of Li-rich stars with MM 6  and V0 < 50 km/s, but the theory
is untenable for higher V
0
.
The above scenario for the appearance of Li-rich giants may apply to some of the stars from Table 2 that are
F-giants and except for one star (HR 3102), have T
eff 
> 6200 K, i.e., may not have reached the CM phase.  This scenario
does not apply to the giant HR 3102, the coldest star in Table 2 (T
eff 
= 5690 K) since it was found to have a deficit
of C and an excess of N (see above), i.e., it has already passes through the CM phase, so that the lithium in its
atmosphere should have vanished because of mixing.  The standard theory also cannot explain the high rotation
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velocities Vsini>50 km/s of some of the stars in Table 2.  We recall also that many Li-rich and super Li-rich stars
have a high Li abundance, but at the same time have greatly reduced carbon isotope ratios 12C/13C, which prove that
they have passed through the CM phase.  In order to explain the high log (Li) for these stars it is necessary to assume
that lithium synthesis has take place in them recently.
It is assumed that Li synthesis in red giants can take place through the Cameron-Fowler mechanism proposed
[60] more than 40 years ago.  It includes the reactions  BeHe 73  and e77 vLieBe   , i.e., 7Li atoms are
synthesized from 3He and 7Be.  The Cameron-Fowler mechanism takes place under rather specific conditions; in
particular, convection must play an important role in facilitating the rapid removal of 7Be into colder layers of the
atmosphere.  At first this mechanism was proposed to explain the synthesis of lithium in stars with masses MM 64
in the AGB (asymptotic giant branch).  Later it was used to explain the lithium enrichment of K-giants with masses
MM 21  in the RGB (red giant branch), but here the Cameron-Fowler mechanism encounters certain difficulties.
As opposed to the AGB stars, where ordinary convection suffices for removal of 7Be to the upper layers, the giants
in the RGB require extra mixing [61].  In addition, the specific segment of the RGB on which this mechanism may
operate is still unclear (this problem is discussed in Refs. 50 and 63).
In recent years an alternative hypothesis has been discussed extensively: lithium enrichment of a star by
capture of a giant planet such as Jupiter.  Capture of this type seems entirely probable.  On one hand, years of studies
of exoplanets have confirmed the existence of numerous planets near red giants.  On the other hand, calculations [64]
show that migration of planets, which can come close to the central star, occurs in developing planetary systems.
During evolution in the RGB, a red giant’s radius increases, and this can disrupt the stability of planetary motion
in nearby orbits.  Ultimately this may cause a planet to fall into the star.  This leads, first of all, to a change in the
chemical composition of the star’s atmosphere (including the Li abundance) and, second, it can initiate the above-
mentioned extra mixing needed to trigger the Cameron-Fowler mechanism.
It has been pointed out [65] that the absorption of a large planet by a cold giant can increase the amount
of lithium and also increase the star’s rotation velocity.  This could explain the fact, noted above, that some Li-rich
giants have high rotation velocities that are utterly atypical of normal cold giants.  This scenario, however, obviously
cannot explain why many Li-rich giants have a low carbon isotope ratio 12C/13C which, on the other hand, is well
explained by deep mixing (the CM phase) in the RGB stage.
The discovery of 20 new Li-rich giants has recently been reported by a large group of researchers [66].  A
detailed analysis of their data, along with published data, made it possible to add new details to the scenario of capture
of a giant planet [66].  In particular, this scenario predicts an increased frequency of Li-rich giants with increasing
metallicity [Fe/H].  In fact, most such stars have normal metallicity [Fe/H]~0, while the number of stars with reduced
metallicity [Fe/H]~ – 0.5 is very low.
Despite some successes in research on Li-rich and super Li-rich giants, we conclude that this phenomenon
requires further study.
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7.  Lithium in magnetic Ap-stars
Magnetic Ap-stars are A- and F-stars in the Main sequence stage.  Their primary feature is rather strong
magnetic fields which often vary with rotational phase and reach tens of thousands of Gauss on the surface of stars
(see the catalog of Ref. 67).  Another feature is substantial anomalies in the abundances of many chemical elements;
thus, these objects are chemically peculiar stars (CP-stars).  The Li I 6707.8 Å resonance line is often observed in
magnetic Ap-stars with T
eff 
< 8500 K and occasionally has a variable intensity, the analysis of which yields some
interesting results.
7.1.  With what should the Li abundance be compared?  The chemical anomalies of Ap-stars (relative to
the sun) have an obvious trend with increasing atomic number Z: on the average, the excess is greater for heavier
elements [24].  For relatively light elements, the excesses are small and may even be “negative,” but with increasing
Z they increase and for the heaviest elements from Pt to U (Z = 78-92), they reach 5-7 dex.
In justification of its special status in the evolution of the chemical composition of stars, it must be stated
that lithium does not follow this dependence.  In fact, the Li abundance is found to reach log (Li)~4 in the
atmospheres of some Ap-stars (see below); that is, the excess of this light element with Z = 3 relative to the sun can
be as high as ~3 dex.  This large difference stands out against the background of the other light elements.  This raises
the question of whether comparisons with the sun are reasonable in the case of lithium.
In research on the chemical composition of stars, the sun is treated as a sort of standard star with a normal
chemical composition.  Over its lifetime (about 4.5 billion years), the abundances of the heavy elements in its
atmosphere are essentially unchanged.  In addition, they correspond to the chemical composition of the surrounding
interstellar matter from which young stars continue to be born.  This is proved by the agreement between the solar
abundances of a number of elements with their average abundances in the atmospheres of young B-stars and AFG-
giants in the vicinity of the sun [69].  Comparison with the sun as a sort of standard is fully justified from this
standpoint.  However, in the case of the light elements Li, Be, and B, this approach cannot be regarded as justified,
since the abundances of Li, Be, and B in the sun have undergone substantial evolutionary changes.  This applies
especially to lithium.
As noted above in section 4, the abundance of lithium in the solar atmosphere has undergone large changes
during its lifetime: from a primordial value of   0.123Lilog  . , which is typical of young stars and the interstellar
medium in the sun’s vicinity, to a lower value currently estimated at   0.10.051Lilog   [1], 1.07 ± 0.02 [28], and
1.03 ± 0.03 [70].  It is clear that the current abundance of lithium in the sun, which is a factor of 140 lower than the
primordial value cannot be regarded as an initial reference point.  In this case, it is better to take   0.123Lilog  . ,
the initial Li abundance in young stars and in the interstellar medium near the sun, as a reference point.  In the case
of Ap-stars, this approach is fully justified, since we are dealing with rather young stars in the MS stage.
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7.2.  Lithium spots on the surface of magnetic Ap-stars.  One characteristic feature of the spectra of magnetic
Ap-stars is a regular variability in the lines of many chemical elements.  This variability has been interpreted as a
consequence of a nonuniform distribution of elements on the surface of a rotating star.  It is analyzed using models
of an inclined magnetic rotator, in other words, a rotating magnetic star whose magnetic axis (dipole axis) is inclined
to its axis of rotation.  Spots with elevated abundances of a number of elements have been discovered. Here the spots
of some elements are concentrated near the magnetic poles, while spots of other elements may group around the
magnetic equator [24].
We examine the lithium 6708 Å line in this context.  The behavior of this line in the spectra of 12 magnetic
Ap-stars (all of SrCrEu type) has been analyzed [71] and it was found that these stars can be divided into four groups:
group 1 — the 6708 Å line is highly variable in intensity and in wavelength: the equivalent width of the
line varies with rotation phase by more than a factor of 2 (2 stars);
group 2  — the line is variable, but its variability is less marked (2 stars);
group 3 — the line can be seen but is not variable (4 stars); and,
group 4 — the line is missing in the spectrum (4 stars).
It was concluded [71] that the behavior of the 6708 Å line in groups 1-3 can be explained by the existence
of two lithium spots on the star’s surface in an inclined rotator model with different inclinations of the magnetic
(dipole) axis to the axis of rotation.  The spots lie in the regions of the magnetic poles.
For the two stars in group 1 (HD 83368 and HD 60435), it is estimated [72] that the lithium abundance in
the spots is as high as   3.863Lilog  . , while in the surrounding photosphere it is   81Lilog . .
Some data for the four stars in group 3, including the estimated lithium abundance [72], are listed in Table
4. All of these stars belong to the interesting roAp-type stars which undergo rapid pulsations: the pulse period P
puls
in this case ranges from 5.65 to 12.4 min (Table 4).  The constancy of the 6708 Å line for these stars (its equivalent
with Åm100~W  [71]) is explained by the following factors: first, the star’s axis of rotation is directed almost toward
the observer; second, the angle between the magnetic axis and the axis of rotation is fairly small.  (A similar model
for the star 33 Lib is illustrated in Fig. 7 of Ref. 72.)  In this model of an inclined rotator, the 6708 Å line does not
vary with rotational phase and the observer always sees one lithium spot located in the region of the magnetic pole.
An LTE-analysis of the 6708 Å line [72] yielded an elevated lithium abundance   1463Lilog ..   (Table 4).  It
should be kept in mind that this value of log (Li) is averaged over the observed hemisphere of the star, while the
value of log (Li) right in the lithium spot may be much higher.  We note also that approximate estimates [72] indicate
that these stars have an elevated lithium isotope ratio: 5020LiLi 76 ..   (for the sun 080LiLi 76 .  [1]).
The lithium 6708 Å line is missing from the spectra of the four stars in group 4.  The main reason for this
appears to be an excessive high effective temperature T
eff
.  Three of these stars are early A-stars in subclasses A2-A3
[71] and for one of them, o Vir=HD 118022, the SIMBAD data base (http://simbad.u-strasbg.fr/simbad/sim-fid) gives
estimates of T
eff
  = 9690-9880 K.  For such high T
eff
, all the lithium in the atmosphere will be ionized, so the
6708 Å line cannot be detected in principle (recall that it can be detected only for T
eff 
< 8500 K).  The fourth star
in this group, Cir = HD 128898, belongs to subclass A9 and has a low temperature (T
eff
  =  8000 K,
logg  =  4.42 [73]).  Calculations [43] show that if the equivalent line of the lithium line W < 5 mÅ (the detection
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limit), then for T
eff 
= 8000 K it corresponds to an upper bound for the lithium abundance of log(Li) < 2.8; therefore,
even with a rather high Li abundance, the line will not be visible.  Failure to detect the 6708 Å line in the spectrum
of Ap-stars can, therefore, be a consequence of an excessively high temperature T
eff 
> 8500 K or (for T
eff 
< 8500 K)
of an insufficient Li abundance.
As an example of a detailed study of a nonuniform chemical composition on the surface of a magnetic
Ap-star (so-called Doppler mapping), let us consider charts [74] made of the distributions of 13 elements from
Li (Z = 3) to Gd (Z = 64) on the surface of the star HD 3980 (T
eff
 = 8300 K, logg = 4.0).  It turned out that at the magnetic
poles, where the field reaches 7 kG, the lithium abundance rose to   6Lilog  , or 5 dex higher than on the sun and
3 dex higher than the initial abundance in MS stars.  It should be noted that, besides lithium, the concentration of
such elements as O, Mn, and the rare earth elements Pr and Nd were also higher in spots near the magnetic poles.
Thus, for example, the abundance of Pr in a spot was more than 5 dex higher than the solar abundance.
The above discussion shows that lithium in the atmospheres of Ap-stars is concentrated in spots at the
magnetic poles, where its concentration may be several orders of magnitude higher than in the surrounding photo-
sphere.  The observed behavior of the 6708 Å lithium line (its periodic variability or constancy) depends on such
geometric factors as the position of the star’s axis of rotation relative to the observer or the angle of inclination of
the magnetic axis to the axis of rotation.
What is the nature of the high abundances log (Li) in magnetic Ap-stars?  Since other elements besides Li
become highly concentrated near the magnetic poles (e.g., O, Mn, Pr, and Nd), it would be natural to search for a
general cause of this phenomenon for all these elements.  The most popular answer to this question is diffusion of
atoms in the outer layers of the star.  This hypothesis is attractive as an explanation of other features of magnetic
Ap-stars, such as the above mentioned trend of an excess of elements in Ap-stars with increasing atomic number Z.
It is also used to explain the stratification of elements with height in the atmosphere.  For example, in a study [75]
of the vertical distribution of a number of elements in the roAp-star 10Aql, an excess of ~4 dex was found in the
abundances of Pr and Nd in high layers of the atmosphere ( 63log 500 . ) relative to the deeper layers with normal
HD Name P
puls
, Vsini, T
eff
logg (Li)log
min km/s
134214 5.65 3.0 7500 4.0 3.9
137949 33 Lib 8.3 2.5 7750 4.5 4.1
166473 8.8 3.0 7750 4.0 3.6
201601  Equ 12.4 0.5 7750 4.0 3.8
TABLE 4.  Parameters of Four Magnetic roAp-Stars with a Constant Li I
6707.8 Å Line [71,72]
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abundances of Pr and Nd.
The diffusion hypothesis has been discussed briefly in Ref. 74.  Here it is noted that diffusion can explain
the enrichment at the magnetic poles in such elements as Li, O, Mn, Pr, and Nd, but it cannot simultaneously explain
the behavior of other elements with a more complicated distribution of the star’s surface.  Evidently, if no alternative
hypotheses appear, the diffusion theory must be greatly improved in order to fully explain the phenomena observed
in magnetic Ap-stars (the trend in chemical anomalies with increasing Z, the nonuinform distribution of elements over
the surface, stratification of elements with depth).
8. Conclusion
To sum up, we can say without exaggeration that lithium is a unique chemical element.  On one hand, of
all the light elements it is the most sensitive indicator of stellar evolution. On the other, it is probably the most
mysterious chemical element since, as shown in this review, its observable abundance in the atmospheres of stars of
different types persistently comes into conflict with theoretical predictions.  Here we briefly enumerate the observa-
tional data on the abundance of lithium in stellar atmospheres and the results of comparisons with theory.
Studies of lithium in the oldest stars in the galaxy, which belong to the galactic halo, led to the discovery
of the “lithium plateau.”  It was found that in the atmospheres of these stars the abundance of lithium is
log (Li) = 2.2 and is independent of the metallicity index [Fe/H].  It is important that this value turned out to be
0.5 dex below the value log (Li) = 2.7 predicted by the standard model of the Big Bang (SMBB).  Yet another conflict
with theory showed up after the discovery that some stars in the halo exhibit abundances of lithium that are
considerably lower than the lithium plateau, although they manifest no systematic differences from the other stars
in terms of the parameters T
eff
 and [Fe/H].  Neither of these conflicts have yet found a satisfactory explanation.
The very young stars in the disk in the vicinity of the sun have lithium abundances log (Li) = 3.2±0.1.  This
is the modern initial lithium abundance in MS stars. It is clear that this same value of log (Li) is typical of the
interstellar medium, from which stars are being formed today.  How did lithium enrichment of the galaxy from the
primordial value log (Li) = 2.2 (the observed lithium plateau) or log (Li) = 2.7 (predicted by the SMBB) to the current
level of log (Li) = 3.2 take place?  Models of the chemical evolution of the galaxy show that outflows of matter
from red giants, AGB stars, and novae could have contributed to this.  In addition, the source of about 20% of the
isotope 7Li in the vicinity of the sun could be spallation reactions caused by cosmic rays.
The Li abundance in the atmospheres of dwarfs in classes F, G, and K has decreased as they evolved.  The
drop in log (Li) is faster when the effective temperature T
eff 
and mass M of a star are lower.  In particular, the amount
of Li in the sun’s atmosphere has fallen by a factor of 140 over its lifetime (4.5 109 years).  Thus far, theory has not
given a convincing explanation of how the observed decrease in log (Li) took place.  The reduction in log (Li) with
decreasing T
eff 
can be traced most clearly for stars in a single cluster (e.g., the Pleiades and Hyades clusters).  The
characteristic feature of the distribution of log (Li) with respect to T
eff
 in old clusters is a deep dip (the lithium dip)
near T
eff 
~ 6600 K.  The dip may be related to internal gravitational waves, as well as to a sharp drop in the distribution
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of the rotation velocity V
rot
 with respect to T
eff
 in cold dwarfs near T
eff 
~ 6600K.
Most FGK-giants and supergiants do not exhibit the Li I 6707.8 Å in their spectra.  This phenomenon is fully
explained by modern models of stars that take rotation into account.  The initial rotation velocity V
0
 turns out to
be an important parameter in stellar evolution; in particular, the well-known “nitrogen-carbon” anticorrelation in
FGK-giants and supergiants is explained by a dependence on V
0
.  The abundance of Li depends much more strongly
on V
0
 than the abundances of N and C.  In particular, for rotation velocities V
0 
> 50 km/s, by the end of the MS stage
the Li abundance in the atmosphere falls to an undetectably low level.  After stars reach the FGK-giant/supergiant
stage, and especially on reaching the deep convective mixing (CM) phase, a further deep drop in the atmospheric
Li abundance takes place.  Models of stars with masses MM 6  can explain the observed value of log (Li) only
for low rotation velocities V
0 
~ 0; specifically, log (Li) > 1.8 up to the CM phase and log (Li)~1.5 after CM.
The FGK-giants which are rich in lithium (Li-rich giants) with an abundance   02Lilog .  are an especially
mystifying group.  All of these have masses MM 6 .  Theory can predict the existence of this kind of star only
if it had an initial rotation velocity V
0 
~ 0 and, additionally, had not yet reached the deep CM phase.  It is completely
impossible to explain the existence of super Li-rich giants, for which the Li abundance is considerably higher than
the initial log (Li) = 3.2, in terms of the standard theory.  In all these cases where the theory is untenable, it is
necessary to assume that lithium synthesis has recently taken place in the star.  An alternative idea has been proposed:
absorption of a giant planet by the star.  Both of these hypotheses involve a certain amount of difficulty.
In magnetic Ap-stars with effective temperatures T
eff 
< 8500 K, the Li I 6707.8 Å line often varies with the
rotation phase.  This is interpreted in terms of the existence of lithium spots on the surface of a star.  It turns out
that the Li spots are found at the magnetic poles; spots of other elements, such as O, Mn, Pr, and Nd, can also be
found there.  In those cases where the Li I 6707.8 Å line is not variable, the explanation is related to special conditions
for visibility of the spot that are determined by the orientation of the star’s axis of rotation relative to the observer
and by the angle of inclination of  the magnetic axis to the axis of rotation.  The Li abundance in a spot can be
as high as   6Lilog   or 5 dex higher than in the sun, and 3 dex higher than the initial Li abundance in MS stars.
A diffusion theory is invoked to explain Li spots on the surface of magnetic Ap-stars, but it cannot provide a
satisfactory explanation of all the observed features for lithium or other elements.
The author thanks N. A. Sakhibullin for a useful discussion.
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